
PRODEC DATA CENTRES
Secure, reliable and cost effective UK-only data centres

About Prodec’s Data Centres
Prodec Networks operates from four data centre 
facilities, including one green data centre, in different 
locations across the UK.

This enables Prodec to provide a secure hosting 

environment to businesses of all sizes who are searching 

for reliability and greater peace of mind in their 

hosted solutions. In addition to this, by moving to the 

cloud, ongoing costs are much more predictable and 

sustainable, hardware replacements are a thing of the 

past, and deployment takes minutes rather than months.

Where are they based?
Docklands London (Equinox)

Chosen for its connectivity capabilities, the Docklands 

site connects directly to Tier-1 ISPs and is one of the UK’s 

leading low-latency hubs.

Farnborough, Hampshire (Datum)

Prodec’s primary hosting facility is based on an ex-MOD 

site, and it’s here where most of our customer virtual 

machines are located.

Manchester (Equinix, MA2)

Manchester is one of Europe’s fastest growing business 

centres for technology. MA2 ensures geo-diversity and 

separation from our London core to maximise resilience, 

performance and security.

Maidstone, Kent (Custodian)

The Maidstone site is one of the UK’s leading green data 

centres and boasts a 100% uptime record and constant 

power and cooling.performance and security.

Why host with Prodec? 
Prodec’s UK-only data centres have been meticulously 

selected in order to provide a resilient and reliable 

connection which Prodec’s customers can rely on.

By only operating in UK data centres, Prodec can 

guarantee data sovereignty and adheres to local data 

laws. As such, your data is as secure and compliant as it 

can be.

Prodec maintains IP transit connections from each of 

its datacentre locations. For maximum resilience these 

connections are all taken from different Tier 1 carriers 

and provide different external routing. In the case of 

Manchester this routing is via Dublin and Amsterdam to 

insulate the Prodec cloud from any disruption involving 

the UK backbone and its London-centric core.

Key features:

• 99.99% uptime

• Multi-level security

• Resilient connectivity

• 24/7 management, monitoring and maintenance of 

critical building services and equipment

• Diverse and durable power / cooling systems

• Comprehensive fire detection and suppression

• Geo-diverse

Want to fi nd out more about Prodec’s data 
centre capabilities? Get in touch with one of our 
hosted experts.

01189 602 500 
enquiries@prodec.co.uk 
www.prodec.co.uk
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